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NEW QUESTION 1
Which two elements are assets in the role of attribution in an investigation? (Choose two.)
A. context
B. session
C. laptop
D. firewall logs
E. threat actor
Answer: AE

NEW QUESTION 2
What is a benefit of agent-based protection when compared to agentless protection?
A. It lowers maintenance costs
B. It provides a centralized platform
C. It collects and detects all traffic locally
D. It manages numerous devices simultaneously
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 3
Refer to the exhibit.

Which packet contains a file that is extractable within Wireshark?
A. 2317
B. 1986
C. 2318
D. 2542
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 4
Drag and drop the technology on the left onto the data type the technology provides on the right.

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered
Answer: A
Explanation:
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NEW QUESTION 5
Refer to the exhibit.

In which Linux log file is this output found?
A. /var/log/authorization.log
B. /var/log/dmesg
C. var/log/var.log
D. /var/log/auth.log
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 6
Which piece of information is needed for attribution in an investigation?
A. proxy logs showing the source RFC 1918 IP addresses
B. RDP allowed from the Internet
C. known threat actor behavior
D. 802.1x RADIUS authentication pass arid fail logs
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 7
Refer to the exhibit.

Which kind of attack method is depicted in this string?
A. cross-site scripting
B. man-in-the-middle
C. SQL injection
D. denial of service
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
An analyst is investigating a host in the network that appears to be communicating to a command and control server on the Internet. After collecting this packet
capture the analyst cannot determine the technique and payload used for the communication.
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Which obfuscation technique is the attacker using?
A. Base64 encoding
B. transport layer security encryption
C. SHA-256 hashing
D. ROT13 encryption
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 9
What specific type of analysis is assigning values to the scenario to see expected outcomes?
A. deterministic
B. exploratory
C. probabilistic
D. descriptive
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 10
What is the practice of giving an employee access to only the resources needed to accomplish their job?
A. principle of least privilege
B. organizational separation
C. separation of duties
D. need to know principle
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 10
What should a security analyst consider when comparing inline traffic interrogation with traffic tapping to determine which approach to use in the network?
A. Tapping interrogation replicates signals to a separate port for analyzing traffic
B. Tapping interrogations detect and block malicious traffic
C. Inline interrogation enables viewing a copy of traffic to ensure traffic is in compliance with security policies
D. Inline interrogation detects malicious traffic but does not block the traffic
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 14
Which evasion technique is a function of ransomware?
A. extended sleep calls
B. encryption
C. resource exhaustion
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D. encoding
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 15
Which metric in CVSS indicates an attack that takes a destination bank account number and replaces it with a different bank account number?
A. integrity
B. confidentiality
C. availability
D. scope
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
Which step in the incident response process researches an attacking host through logs in a SIEM?
A. detection and analysis
B. preparation
C. eradication
D. containment
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 20
One of the objectives of information security is to protect the CIA of information and systems. What does CIA mean in this context?
A. confidentiality, identity, and authorization
B. confidentiality, integrity, and authorization
C. confidentiality, identity, and availability
D. confidentiality, integrity, and availability
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 22
A security specialist notices 100 HTTP GET and POST requests for multiple pages on the web servers. The agent in the requests contains PHP code that, if
executed, creates and writes to a new PHP file on the webserver. Which event category is described?
A. reconnaissance
B. action on objectives
C. installation
D. exploitation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 24
Refer to the exhibit.

What does the message indicate?
A. an access attempt was made from the Mosaic web browser
B. a successful access attempt was made to retrieve the password file
C. a successful access attempt was made to retrieve the root of the website
D. a denied access attempt was made to retrieve the password file
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 25
Which event artifact is used to identity HTTP GET requests for a specific file?
A. destination IP address
B. TCP ACK
C. HTTP status code
D. URI
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 29
What is the virtual address space for a Windows process?
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A. physical location of an object in memory
B. set of pages that reside in the physical memory
C. system-level memory protection feature built into the operating system
D. set of virtual memory addresses that can be used
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 33
What do the Security Intelligence Events within the FMC allow an administrator to do?
A. See if a host is connecting to a known-bad domain.
B. Check for host-to-server traffic within your network.
C. View any malicious files that a host has downloaded.
D. Verify host-to-host traffic within your network.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 36
What makes HTTPS traffic difficult to monitor?
A. SSL interception
B. packet header size
C. signature detection time
D. encryption
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 41
A security expert is working on a copy of the evidence, an ISO file that is saved in CDFS format. Which type of evidence is this file?
A. CD data copy prepared in Windows
B. CD data copy prepared in Mac-based system
C. CD data copy prepared in Linux system
D. CD data copy prepared in Android-based system
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 46
A malicious file has been identified in a sandbox analysis tool.
Which piece of information is needed to search for additional downloads of this file by other hosts?
A. file type
B. file size
C. file name
D. file hash value
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 49
An offline audit log contains the source IP address of a session suspected to have exploited a vulnerability resulting in system compromise.
Which kind of evidence is this IP address?
A. best evidence
B. corroborative evidence
C. indirect evidence
D. forensic evidence
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 52
What is an example of social engineering attacks?
A. receiving an unexpected email from an unknown person with an uncharacteristic attachment from someone in the same company
B. receiving an email from human resources requesting a visit to their secure website to update contact information
C. sending a verbal request to an administrator who knows how to change an account password
D. receiving an invitation to the department’s weekly WebEx meeting
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 54
Which event artifact is used to identify HTTP GET requests for a specific file?
A. destination IP address
B. URI
C. HTTP status code
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D. TCP ACK
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 56
Refer to the exhibit.

Drag and drop the element name from the left onto the correct piece of the PCAP file on the right.

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered
Answer: A
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Explanation:

NEW QUESTION 59
How is attacking a vulnerability categorized?
A. action on objectives
B. delivery
C. exploitation
D. installation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 60
An analyst is exploring the functionality of different operating systems.
What is a feature of Windows Management Instrumentation that must be considered when deciding on an operating system?
A. queries Linux devices that have Microsoft Services for Linux installed
B. deploys Windows Operating Systems in an automated fashion
C. is an efficient tool for working with Active Directory
D. has a Common Information Model, which describes installed hardware and software
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 64
At which layer is deep packet inspection investigated on a firewall?
A. internet
B. transport
C. application
D. data link
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 68
Refer to the exhibit.

Which type of log is displayed?
A. proxy
B. NetFlow
C. IDS
D. sys
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 70
Which two elements are used for profiling a network? (Choose two.)
A. session duration
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B. total throughput
C. running processes
D. listening ports
E. OS fingerprint
Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 74
How is NetFlow different than traffic mirroring?
A. NetFlow collects metadata and traffic mirroring clones data
B. Traffic mirroring impacts switch performance and NetFlow does not
C. Traffic mirroring costs less to operate than NetFlow
D. NetFlow generates more data than traffic mirroring
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 77
Refer to the exhibit.

Which two elements in the table are parts of the 5-tuple? (Choose two.)
A. First Packet
B. Initiator User
C. Ingress Security Zone
D. Source Port
E. Initiator IP
Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 82
......
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NEW QUESTION 1
Which two elements are assets in the role of attribution in an investigation? (Choose two.)
A. context
B. session
C. laptop
D. firewall logs
E. threat actor
Answer: AE

NEW QUESTION 2
What is a benefit of agent-based protection when compared to agentless protection?
A. It lowers maintenance costs
B. It provides a centralized platform
C. It collects and detects all traffic locally
D. It manages numerous devices simultaneously
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 3
Refer to the exhibit.

Which packet contains a file that is extractable within Wireshark?
A. 2317
B. 1986
C. 2318
D. 2542
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 4
Drag and drop the technology on the left onto the data type the technology provides on the right.

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered
Answer: A
Explanation:
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NEW QUESTION 5
Refer to the exhibit.

In which Linux log file is this output found?
A. /var/log/authorization.log
B. /var/log/dmesg
C. var/log/var.log
D. /var/log/auth.log
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 6
Which piece of information is needed for attribution in an investigation?
A. proxy logs showing the source RFC 1918 IP addresses
B. RDP allowed from the Internet
C. known threat actor behavior
D. 802.1x RADIUS authentication pass arid fail logs
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 7
Refer to the exhibit.

Which kind of attack method is depicted in this string?
A. cross-site scripting
B. man-in-the-middle
C. SQL injection
D. denial of service
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
An analyst is investigating a host in the network that appears to be communicating to a command and control server on the Internet. After collecting this packet
capture the analyst cannot determine the technique and payload used for the communication.
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Which obfuscation technique is the attacker using?
A. Base64 encoding
B. transport layer security encryption
C. SHA-256 hashing
D. ROT13 encryption
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 9
What specific type of analysis is assigning values to the scenario to see expected outcomes?
A. deterministic
B. exploratory
C. probabilistic
D. descriptive
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 10
What is the practice of giving an employee access to only the resources needed to accomplish their job?
A. principle of least privilege
B. organizational separation
C. separation of duties
D. need to know principle
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 10
What should a security analyst consider when comparing inline traffic interrogation with traffic tapping to determine which approach to use in the network?
A. Tapping interrogation replicates signals to a separate port for analyzing traffic
B. Tapping interrogations detect and block malicious traffic
C. Inline interrogation enables viewing a copy of traffic to ensure traffic is in compliance with security policies
D. Inline interrogation detects malicious traffic but does not block the traffic
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 14
Which evasion technique is a function of ransomware?
A. extended sleep calls
B. encryption
C. resource exhaustion
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D. encoding
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 15
Which metric in CVSS indicates an attack that takes a destination bank account number and replaces it with a different bank account number?
A. integrity
B. confidentiality
C. availability
D. scope
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
Which step in the incident response process researches an attacking host through logs in a SIEM?
A. detection and analysis
B. preparation
C. eradication
D. containment
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 20
One of the objectives of information security is to protect the CIA of information and systems. What does CIA mean in this context?
A. confidentiality, identity, and authorization
B. confidentiality, integrity, and authorization
C. confidentiality, identity, and availability
D. confidentiality, integrity, and availability
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 22
A security specialist notices 100 HTTP GET and POST requests for multiple pages on the web servers. The agent in the requests contains PHP code that, if
executed, creates and writes to a new PHP file on the webserver. Which event category is described?
A. reconnaissance
B. action on objectives
C. installation
D. exploitation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 24
Refer to the exhibit.

What does the message indicate?
A. an access attempt was made from the Mosaic web browser
B. a successful access attempt was made to retrieve the password file
C. a successful access attempt was made to retrieve the root of the website
D. a denied access attempt was made to retrieve the password file
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 25
Which event artifact is used to identity HTTP GET requests for a specific file?
A. destination IP address
B. TCP ACK
C. HTTP status code
D. URI
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 29
What is the virtual address space for a Windows process?
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A. physical location of an object in memory
B. set of pages that reside in the physical memory
C. system-level memory protection feature built into the operating system
D. set of virtual memory addresses that can be used
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 33
What do the Security Intelligence Events within the FMC allow an administrator to do?
A. See if a host is connecting to a known-bad domain.
B. Check for host-to-server traffic within your network.
C. View any malicious files that a host has downloaded.
D. Verify host-to-host traffic within your network.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 36
What makes HTTPS traffic difficult to monitor?
A. SSL interception
B. packet header size
C. signature detection time
D. encryption
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 41
A security expert is working on a copy of the evidence, an ISO file that is saved in CDFS format. Which type of evidence is this file?
A. CD data copy prepared in Windows
B. CD data copy prepared in Mac-based system
C. CD data copy prepared in Linux system
D. CD data copy prepared in Android-based system
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 46
A malicious file has been identified in a sandbox analysis tool.
Which piece of information is needed to search for additional downloads of this file by other hosts?
A. file type
B. file size
C. file name
D. file hash value
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 49
An offline audit log contains the source IP address of a session suspected to have exploited a vulnerability resulting in system compromise.
Which kind of evidence is this IP address?
A. best evidence
B. corroborative evidence
C. indirect evidence
D. forensic evidence
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 52
What is an example of social engineering attacks?
A. receiving an unexpected email from an unknown person with an uncharacteristic attachment from someone in the same company
B. receiving an email from human resources requesting a visit to their secure website to update contact information
C. sending a verbal request to an administrator who knows how to change an account password
D. receiving an invitation to the department’s weekly WebEx meeting
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 54
Which event artifact is used to identify HTTP GET requests for a specific file?
A. destination IP address
B. URI
C. HTTP status code
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D. TCP ACK
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 56
Refer to the exhibit.

Drag and drop the element name from the left onto the correct piece of the PCAP file on the right.

A. Mastered
B. Not Mastered
Answer: A
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Explanation:

NEW QUESTION 59
How is attacking a vulnerability categorized?
A. action on objectives
B. delivery
C. exploitation
D. installation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 60
An analyst is exploring the functionality of different operating systems.
What is a feature of Windows Management Instrumentation that must be considered when deciding on an operating system?
A. queries Linux devices that have Microsoft Services for Linux installed
B. deploys Windows Operating Systems in an automated fashion
C. is an efficient tool for working with Active Directory
D. has a Common Information Model, which describes installed hardware and software
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 64
At which layer is deep packet inspection investigated on a firewall?
A. internet
B. transport
C. application
D. data link
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 68
Refer to the exhibit.

Which type of log is displayed?
A. proxy
B. NetFlow
C. IDS
D. sys
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 70
Which two elements are used for profiling a network? (Choose two.)
A. session duration
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B. total throughput
C. running processes
D. listening ports
E. OS fingerprint
Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 74
How is NetFlow different than traffic mirroring?
A. NetFlow collects metadata and traffic mirroring clones data
B. Traffic mirroring impacts switch performance and NetFlow does not
C. Traffic mirroring costs less to operate than NetFlow
D. NetFlow generates more data than traffic mirroring
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 77
Refer to the exhibit.

Which two elements in the table are parts of the 5-tuple? (Choose two.)
A. First Packet
B. Initiator User
C. Ingress Security Zone
D. Source Port
E. Initiator IP
Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 82
......
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